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In early fall we released our third annual report—the 2011–12 edition
of “Sustainability at Stanford: A Year in Review.” It showcases the
strides made in campus sustainability during the academic year,
summarizes key operational, academic and programmatic highlights,
presents metrics and trends, and provides an in-depth review of
featured sustainability topics. Over thirty-five departments
and groups from the entire campus community contributed
content to this annual report. We hope all of you will take a
moment to review this compilation, especially the topics that
interest you and the stories you directly made possible. The
report is available for all online, and we encourage you to
share it with your peers and colleagues.
Integrated into academics, operations, and
campus life, sustainability practices are
reducing the university’s environmental
impact, saving resources and engaging
our community. With infrastructural
sustainability in full swing and engagement
programs transitioning from pilots to full
rollout, the Office of Sustainability looks
forward to being a growing presence in your
sustainability experience at Stanford. Be sure
to keep an eye out for upcoming campaigns,
new trainings and events in coming
months. As part of this expansion of our
engagement programs, we look forward to
bringing you a more frequent and timely
communication on campus programs in the
new year.
Enjoy this issue.
Sincerely,
Fahmida Ahmed
Office of Sustsainability

car·di·nal adjective: of prime importance; chief; principal
green adjective: tending to preserve environmental quality
Stay Connected with Sustainable Stanford
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RecycleMania is
Just Around the
Corner!
For the seventh consecutive year,
Stanford will be participating
in the national RecycleMania
competition during February
and March 2013. Prepare for the
competition by ensuring your
group has adequate recycling
bins with up-to-date labels and
signage. Learn more at recycling.
stanford.edu and stay tuned for
more info on the competition
during the new year. Go Stanford!

Winter 2012

Turn Off for Break -- Winter Closure 2012

Stanford’s two-week winter holiday provides an opportunity for energy savings
across campus as staff, faculty and students depart and buildings are emptied. Turn
Off for Break, one of Sustainable Stanford’s Cardinal Green campaigns, targets the
two-week winter holiday shutdown of building heating and ventilation systems, as
well as custodial services. Since the program’s launch in 2001, Stanford has achieved
a total cumulative net energy cost savings of over $2.5 million!
This year, the campaign aims to further build upon its success by expanding building
participation to 75% and increasing last year’s energy savings by an additional 10%.
Participating groups and individuals will be rewarded with up to $2,500 available
in prizes. While building managers will take the lead, individuals are encouraged to
participate through actions such as shutting down and unplugging electronics before
leaving for the holiday.
Visit the Turn Off for Break website for a list of participating buildings,
individual action guides and information on recognition and awards.

First Sustainable Stanford Training Course
Launched!

Stay Connected with
Sustainable Stanford
http://facebook.com/
SustainableStanford
http://Twitter.com/
SustainStanford
http://gplus.to/
SustainableStanford

Earlier this fall, the first series of open enrollment
training opportunities focused on sustainable
choices launched through AXESS. The inaugural
course module, SST-1000: Sustainable Office
Spaces, reviews the Building Level Sustainability
Program and actions that support the ongoing
Building Hero campaign. During the October
session, 15 staff members convened for hands-on
lessons on Smart Strips, timers and light meters.
Subsequently, many class participants completed
audits of their buildings and are working to
implement identified efficiency measures.

Class participants enjoyed the hands-on opportunity to practice
audit skills, such as using a light meter.

Delivering formal training to the Stanford community in conjunction with
conservation campaigns is a priority objective of Sustainable Stanford. Please stay
tuned for announcements on the launch of future training modules, each associated
with a campaign, which may include key green choices at Stanford; reuse, recycling,
and composting programs; laboratory conservations measures and efficiency
opportunities; water conservation techniques; how buildings work—building system
fundamentals; and many more.
Interested in sustainability training? Sign up for future trainings on Axess.
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SESI Implementation Begins in Earnest
Implementation of the Stanford Energy System Innovations (SESI) program
is now fully underway. In October, Stanford broke ground on a first-of-its-kind
energy facility that will be key to reducing the campus’ carbon emissions by 50%
and cutting water use by 18%.
As a result of the significant overlap between campus heating and cooling needs,
the new Central Energy Facility (CEF) will employ an innovative heat recovery
design that is 70% more efficient than the existing CEF operations. Waste heat
collected from buildings via the chilled-water loop will be captured at the CEF
for reuse, reducing the use of conventional chillers to discharge waste heat
out of cooling towers. Instead, heat recovery chillers will move the waste heat
collected from the chilled water loop to a new hot-water loop scheduled to
replace Stanford’s aging steam distribution system.

Construction has begun on the new CEF.

As construction of the new CEF continues, Sustainability and Energy Management staff are working hard to install over
20 miles of hot water pipes across campus while minimizing disruption to the campus community. Research into enhancing
SESI with on-campus solar and geothermal heat exchange is also ongoing. When fully implemented in 2015, SESI will be
among the most energy-efficient systems of any major research university in the world.
Learn more about SESI at http:sesi.stanford.edu

SEM Staff Educate Stanford Community about SESI Program
As SESI construction begins to increase, members of the Department
of Sustainability and Energy Management (SEM) and the Department of
Project Management (DPM) have been diligently working to raise awareness
about the new program. Staff provided outreach to staff by presenting
at over 30 departments during the summer. Now in fall, outreach to
students has begun through classroom and dorm presentations. In
September, a group of twelve sophomores were given an in-depth look
into Stanford’s energy system as part of their Sophomore College intensive
course, “Energizing a Sustainable Future.” The students visited the existing
Cardinal Cogen plant and learned about SESI, then visited the new Knight
Faculty and staff partnered to present on SESI at the Energy Seminar in
Management Center and toured its steam to hot water conversion plant and
October.
building mechanical rooms to see how the entire campus will soon be run.
Simultaneously, SEM has been reaching out to students in areas affected by
piping construction. Staff from SEM met with Residential Fellows at Stern and Wilbur, then led a series of dinner-time info
sessions for residents. Dorm presentations will continue as construction moves across campus. Students have been receptive
and are eager to support efforts that, once complete, will position Stanford as an energy leader.
Outreach to faculty has been ongoing as well. On October 29, representatives from Land, Buildings & Real Estate (LBRE)
–including Jack Cleary, Bob Reidy, Joe Stagner, and Laura Goldstein– spoke at the weekly Energy Seminar to an audience
of over 100 faculty, staff, students, and community members. Their presentation and overview was followed by a panel
discussion with Stanford professors about the collaborative decision-making process that led to the current design. Faculty
involvement was a trademark for SESI from the start and LBRE continues to maintain the dialogue as implementation
proceeds.
Learn more about SESI by watching a recording of the SESI Energy Seminar.
Cardinal Green eNews | http://sustainable.stanford.edu/newsletter
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Fall Promotion Incentives Encourage Sustainable Commutes
By Lisa Kwiatkowski
To encourage Stanford commuters to switch
from driving alone to commuting by sustainable
transportation, Parking & Transportation Services
announced its 2012 Fall Promotion, offering a $3,500
grand prize, $1,000 second prize, iPads, and more to
those joining or currently in the Stanford Commute
Club.
As an ongoing incentive, Stanford pays Commute
Club members up to $300 per year for choosing a
sustainable commute instead of purchasing a longterm parking permit. Members receive up to $96 per
year in Zipcar driving credit, and up to 12 free hourly
car rental vouchers per year, among other rewards.
Those who return a long-term parking permit and join the Commute Club have an opportunity to earn an additional bonus
through the Permit-Return Promotion. Eligible commuters receive a $100, $75, $50, or $25 permit-return bonus based on
the duration of their Commute Club membership.
For those unable to commit full-time, pledging to use sustainable transportation on a part-time basis offers a chance to win
prizes of $1,500, an iPad, and gift cards.
The fall promotion was announced in October and continues through December 2012.
Learn more at http://transportation.stanford.edu/fallpromo12.

Building Hero Campaign a Success
The second annual Building Hero campaign launched in late
October with the goal of adding 25 buildings to the participant
list for the Building Level Sustainability Program – an ongoing
initiative aimed at harnessing individual action to positively
impact Stanford’s sustainability and bottom line.
In just the first three weeks, representatives from 15 buildings
contacted the Office of Sustainability to pledge participation. In
addition to educational resources and incentives made available
in the past, the 2012 Building Hero campaign features new
open enrollment training (SST-1000: Sustainable Office Spaces),
streamlined building-specific recommendations, and direct
support from Office of Sustainability staff and interns.
Your individual actions matter. As a Building Hero, you can
directly contribute to Stanford’s overall carbon footprint
reduction goals.
Be a Building Hero - sign up for training or contact the Office of Sustainability to join the campaign today!
Cardinal Green eNews | http://sustainable.stanford.edu/newsletter
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Y2E2 Occupants Support Ongoing LEED-EBOM Certification Project
After several years of analysis and planning, the Y2E2 LEED-EBOM (Existing
Building: Operations & Maintenance) certification project has launched as a
donor-funded effort initiated by Stanford Woods Institute faculty and coordinated
through Stanford’s Office of Sustainability. As the first LEED-EBOM certification
on campus, the Y2E2 project will allow Stanford to evaluate the benefits of the
certification process and further investigate opportunities in the design and operation
of high-performance buildings.
There have been several opportunities for Y2E2 building occupants to actively
contribute to the certification process thus far, including participation in
transportation and thermal comfort surveys, a waste audit, and day-to-day choices
within the building regarding use of electricity-consuming devices, purchase of
environmentally preferable products and more. Engagement from the community has been phenomenal, and showcases
the positive impact these building occupants are making on sustainability at Stanford. Initial performance documentation
has been impressive, with participating building occupants reporting a 75% drive-alone trip reduction rate, and with Y2E2’s
waste diversion rate remaining consistently higher than the 62% campus-wide average. Keep up the great work!
Formal certification results are expected in mid-2013. For more information on Y2E2, please visit:
http://sustainable.stanford.edu/green_buildings

Fall Sustainability Welcome Reception a Hit
This year’s fall sustainability welcome reception, designed to introduce
students to the many paths of pursuing sustainability on campus, proved
once again to be a success. The event was held on October 18 in Old
Union Courtyard. In its second year, the event drew over 200 attendees
to 22 different tables representing student groups, majors, institutes, and
off-campus programs. Sustainable food was provided by the Treehouse,
and the atmosphere was aided by music from student bands Nimbleweed
and Cardinal Calypso. Professor Julie Kennedy gave an inspirational speech
describing the many opportunities available to students and encouraging
them to take advantage of the resources available on campus. Raffle prizes
were generously donated by the Stanford Bookstore, Treehouse, Student
Store, Axe and Palm, and Parking and Transportation Services. Thanks to
everyone who participated in the event and contributed to its success!

Professor Julie Kennedy urged students to
pursue their sustainability interests through a
variety of means.

Student group Nimbleweed provided rousing
music for the event.
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Intrepid student volunteers were critical to the
success of this year’s event.

Students visited informational tables on a variety of
departments, programs, and student groups.
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Strong Showing of Student Green Fund
Applications
It is once again the time of year for the Green
Fund to award new projects. This year included
a very strong batch of applications, with a
nearly 70% increase in submissions. Applicants
requested a total of over $70,000 in funds for
a variety of innovative campus sustainability
projects. Awardees include a project to install
water bottle filling stations in student areas, an
effort to encourage reuse of clothing, a studentled water saving competition, a series of workshops and discussions on our food
system, an iPhone app to report campus water leaks and a solar-powered electronics
charging station. These exciting projects will be implemented during Winter and
Spring quarters. Stay tuned to hear more about their progress and successes.

Winter 2012

Case Study Released
on Stanford’s Energy
Retrofit Programs

To learn more about the Green Fund, please
visit http://sustainable.stanford.edu/green_fund

Department of Chemistry Partners with EH&S to
Reuse Useful Chemicals and Reduce Lab Waste

Stanford was once again featured

This fall, Environmental and Health
Services (EH&S) partnered with the
Department of Chemistry to minimize the
amount of hazardous and non-hazardous
waste generated from a recently vacated lab
space. The occupants removed the items
they wanted and then turned the space
over to EH&S for clean-up. Through a
comprehensive cleanout effort, E&HS
and the Department of Chemistry were
able to redistribute nearly 1,000 surplus
chemical items to other groups for reuse, instead of letting them go to waste.
EH&S also recycled nearly two cubic yards of cardboard and paper, half a cubic
yard of recyclable plastic items such as pipette trays and tip holders, and additional
amounts of metal and wood. Many lab items such as desks and chairs, a fridge, and
a flammable storage cabinet were redistributed to other interested labs. “While
lab cleanouts are rather routine work for EH&S, this one was a great example
of teamwork between an academic department and a staff function leading to a
more environmentally responsible outcome,” commented Craig Barney, Manager
of Environmental Programs for EH&S. This successful project joins a league of
others from dozens of groups across campus who are partnering to make Stanford
more sustainable.

Endowments

Institute

The

investigates

To learn more about the chamical waste program,
please visit the EH&S website.
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in Greening the Bottom Line 2012,
a publication of the Sustainable
report

(SEI).
the

prevalence of green revolving
funds on campuses across the
US. Highlighted in SEI’s report,
Stanford’s Energy Retrofit, Whole
Building

Retrofit

and

Water

Conservation programs have all
contributed to the success of
the University’s green revolving
fund. As one of the largest in
the country, Stanford’s fund has
produced a significant number of
sustainability projects on campus,
with more than $41 million in
cumulative investments in energyrelated projects to-date.
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Third Annual Food Summit Held on Campus

SSS Community
Mentorship Program
This year, Students for a Sustainable
Stanford (SSS) has launched a new
initiative designed to welcome
underclassmen and help them identify
opportunities for engaging with
sustainability efforts on campus. SSS
is one of the largest sustainabilityfocused student groups on campus,
and as a result, new members can
feel overwhelmed. The community
mentorship program aims to combat
this by helping new members meet
new people, make firiends, and feel
connected to others in the group.
Fourteen mentor-mentee pairs have
been assigned, with upperclassmen
taking new SSS members under
their wings to share the many ways
in which they can become involved
in Stanford’s culture of sustainability.
Events planned include talks on
environmental careers, group hikes,
and lunches with past SSS presidents.

October brought the return of
Stanford’s Food Summit, an annual
one-day symposium designed
to increase conversation and
collaboration around healthy and
sustainable food systems. The
summit continues to build upon past
efforts: this year, results of three
pilot projects that grew out of the
previous summit were presented.
The morning sessions included presentations by student groups and discussions
of various collaborations between Stanford and local community organizations
that are aimed at improving food offerings in the local area. A showcase of local
food initiatives and programs focused on the theme of building community
and enabled participants to learn more about opportunities to further explore
improving food systems. The evening public forum featured John Robbins,
author and food activist, followed by a panel discussion of the upcoming renewal
of the Farm Bill. The event was organized by Christopher Gardener, associate
professor of medicine, who plans to continue building upon its success to further
increase research and collaboration on food systems across the university.
To learn more about Food Summit, visit http://foodsummit.stanford.edu.

GCEP Celebrates 10th Anniversary
Stanford’s Global Climate and Energy Project (GCEP)
recently celebrated its 10th anniversary during an annual
research symposium. The project is a collaboration
between private industry and academia to help meet
global energy demands while reducing the greenhouse
gas emissions that cause global climate change. Since
its founding in 2002, GCEP has invested more than
$130 million in research programs at Stanford and other
universities across the globe.
GCEP’s ambitious research portfolio focuses on developing a broad
range of innovative energy solutions over a 10- to 50- year time
horizon, including renewable technologies, biofuel feedstocks, advanced energy
storage, and carbon capture and sequestration. Such game-changing research,
often considered too risky by traditional funding sources, would not be possible
without the unique partnership between leading corporations and Stanford.
GCEP continues to look forward as researchers focus on exciting new efforts to
bring about the next generation of energy innovations.
Learn more about GCEP research at http://gcep.stanford.edu.
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Green Living Council Plans Full Year
By Sasha Brownsberger and Morgan Abbett
The Stanford Green Living Council’s mission is to help students make
changes to improve the environmental impact of their everyday lives.
In the spirit of that goal, we have planned our year around a series
of awareness initiatives designed to target specific areas of student
behavior. We began this fall with an emphasis on waste reduction in
residences and we are working to teach new and returning students
about recycling at Stanford. The major event of the quarter has been
a pilot recycling competition between the residence halls in Wilbur
and Stern. We have challenged those houses to reduce the amount of
landfill waste they produce and increase the percentage of material they
recycle. We will use volumetric recycling and landfill data to determine
our winner and award prizes.
In the winter, the Green Living Council will switch the emphasis from recycling to energy conservation. By distributing
energy efficient compact fluorescent bulbs, screening educational films, and raising awareness on wasteful energy practices,
we hope to motivate and provide tools for students to reduce the amount of electricity they consume. Finally, in spring
quarter, we will place our focus on protecting the Earth’s most precious resource: water. By employing innovative metering
technologies and awareness campaigns, we hope to get students thinking more about the water they use and help them
reduce their consumption. And this year, we’ll be giving Stanford the opportunity to exhibit our success nationally, as we
plan on making this water conservation campaign a part of the Campus Conservation Nationals competition. In addition
to our quarterly campaigns, throughout the academic year Green Living Coordinators all over campus will design and
implement projects including composting, reusable towels, shower timers, and more in their residences. All in all, it has and
will continue to be a great year for sustainability at Stanford.
To learn more about GLC activities and to get involved, visit http://glc.stanford.edu.

Sustainability Showcased at NSO and Reunion/Homecoming Weekend
The Office of Sustainability maintained their strong tradition of being a
presence at fall quarter events, letting students, alumni and visitors know
about the range of sustainability opportunities available on campus.
The group spoke to hundreds of people at multiple events, including—
for the first time—the Zero-Waste lunch. Copies of publications
such as Sustainability at Stanford: a Year in Review, The Tree’s Pocket Guide
to a Sustainable Stanford, and Sustainability on the Farm were available for
interested students.
During Reunion/Homecoming weekend, the campus-wide sustainability
tour continued to be a popular offering. Attendees rode a hybrid
Marguerite bus around campus and guest speakers presented on topics
such as green buildings, transportation, landscaping, water conservation,
waste management and campus dining systems. Tour destinations included
Ricker Dining Hall and organic garden, Y2E2 and Stanford’s Recycled
Water Plant. Alumni were encouraged to learn about the culture of sustainability that has developed on campus, and shared
tales of the sustainability systems in place during their times on The Farm.
Learn more about sustainability tour offerings at http://sustainable.stanford.edu/tours.
Cardinal Green eNews | http://sustainable.stanford.edu/newsletter
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Marguerite Greets New Academic Year with
Enhancements
By Lisa Kwiatkowski

Winter 2012

Commute Club
Celebrates 10 Years
with a Photo and
Cupcakes
By April Mo

Stanford Commute Club members enjoyed
Sprinkles cupcakes – complete with a Stanford
‘S’ – as part of the Stanford Commute Club’s
10-year celebration. Photo by Miles Keep

Stanford’s free Marguerite shuttle greeted the new year with a number of new features. Photo by Steve Castillo.

Stanford’s free Marguerite shuttle service kicked off the 2012-13 academic year
by participating in New Student Orientation and announcing new or adjusted
Marguerite services or features this fall:
▪▪ Replacing two-capacity bike rack on Stanford Marguerite buses with racks
that hold three bikes
▪▪ Introducing in-vehicle, free Wi-Fi to main shuttle routes (Lines X, Y and P)
▪▪ Adding three new diesel-electric hybrid buses with larger passenger capacity
▪▪ Improving shuttle schedule of main campus East/West corridor (Line C) to
better coordinate with class start and end times.  
▪▪ Updating mybus.stanford.edu web page to improve display of bus arrival
information.

On Oct. 25, the Stanford Commute Club celebrated 10 years and
hosted “Take a Commute Club
Photo and a Cupcake!” Commute
Club members were invited to
gather for a group photo, Sprinkles cupcakes, and a raffle for
great prizes.
Since 2002, Commute Club membership has grown from 3,600 to
8,300 and Stanford’s employee
drive-alone rate has fallen from 72
percent to 47 percent, compared
with a current national rate of 76
percent.
To learn more about the
Stanford Commute Club, visit
http://commuteclub.stanford.edu

▪▪ Using lockable NFC chips to increase the security of Marguerite’s TapPATS
application, which displays bus arrival information at each Marguerite stop.
▪▪ Expanding Marguerite shuttle Shopping Express route to include Black
Friday, winter closure weekend, and summer weekend service.

For more information, visit marguerite.stanford.edu or email marguerite@
stanford.edu.
Cardinal Green eNews | http://sustainable.stanford.edu/newsletter

Hundreds of Stanford Commute Club members
head to the cupcake and raffle prize tables
following a group photo at the Commute Club’s
10-year celebration. Photo by Miles Keep
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Office of Sustainability Welcomes Outreach Manager
Colleen Kredell recently joined the Office of Sustainability as the
Outreach Program Manager, bringing the Office’s group size up to four.
Colleen will be managing the ongoing development of the Office of
Sustainability’s outreach, campus education and training programs. Her
portfolio includes the design and management of the Office’s Cardinal
Green campaign series, employee and student training materials, and
online and print collateral materials. Prior to joining Stanford, Colleen
served as the program manager for a sustainability engagement initiative
at the Center for Climate and Energy Solutions in Washington D.C. In
this capacity, she developed and delivered educational outreach programs
for employees and community members at Bank of America, Alcoa Inc.,
Entergy Corporation and Citigroup. Colleen’s previous experience in
environmental communications includes roles at Worldwatch Institute,
the Pew Center on Global Climate Change and Australian conservation
organization Bush Heritage Australia.
Colleen can be reached at 650-725-0153, ckredell@stanford.edu. Welcome Colleen!

Happy Holidays!
with warm wishes from

®
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